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Parent: Carton, W. L.
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Parent: Carton, J.T.
Ethel 7
Parent: Hanson, Martin
Theadore 19, Minnie 16, Helmer 14,
Josia 11, Peter 8
Paterson, D
Henry 15, Lynn 14, Unice 8

Standing: Ruby Patterson, Patty Lytle, Maurice Peden, Eva Severe and Ethel Kerr
Seated: Milton Rodgers, Margaret Pothoff and George Lytle

Paulson, T
Albert 20, Joseph 16, Oscar 14, Effie 12, Gladis 9,
Ester 8
Severson, Paul
Sever 20, Oscar 18, Emma 14, Lewis 11, Gustaff 9,
Arthur 6
Thorp, E.
Arnold 10, Clifford 8
Mrs. Barkhuff,
Gladis 18, Iva 14
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Josephine Oswald

Gloris Lorraine Vandarwarka
Nov. 23, 1923—June 13, 2013

Gloris Lorraine Vandarwarka was born November
23, 1923, to Miles D. and Gertrude I. (Dellman) Vandarwarka in Clark, SD, where her father was a railroad telegrapher for the Chicago Northwestern Railway. When
her grandfather, who lived on a farm near Gary, SD,
died, the family moved to the farm to help her grandmother maintain the farm. Gloris attended Glendwood
rural school all eight years. The family moved into the
town of Gary and Gloris attended Gary High School,
where she was active in chorus, graduating in 1941. After graduation, she joined her parents in Harrold, SD
where her father was employed as the Depot Agent for
the CNW Railway. Gloris accepted employment as a
clerk in the United States Post Office in Harrold. She
enjoyed playing the piano and singing which contributed
to her meeting her future husband, Richard Zoller. She
joined Richard’s dance band as the piano player and they
played for dances across the state of South Dakota during the World War II era.
On September 8, 1943, Gloris became the bride of
Richard and in 1946, their beloved only child, Jacquelyn
Rae, was born. Gloris was confirmed and married in
Emmanuel Lutheran Church in Harrold and became a
very active member, teaching Sunday School, led adult
Bible studies, sang in the choir, and held various offices
in the ladies organizations.
Gloris was employed in the Hughes County Auditor’s
Office while her husband was employed with the SD
Department of Transportation. She continued employment with Hughes County for several years working in
the County Auditor and Treasurer’s Office and the
Hughes County School Superintendent’s Office until
accepting a position with the SD Department of Education as an accounting assistant and served in various
other areas, retiring in 1986.
Gloris and Richard loved their family and particularly
enjoyed visiting their daughter and took great pride in
the accomplishments of the grandchildren. She and her
husband spent several winters in their motor home in
California in order to watch and encourage the grandchildren in their various school activities. She was an
avid computer user and enjoyed the opportunity it provided for her to communicate with her family who lived
1500 miles away. In retirement years, she enjoyed quilting and singing bass with the River Harmony Sweet
Adeline Chorus and various other activities in the church
and community.
She is survived by her husband, Richard Zoller,
daughter, Jacquelyn (Richard) Shibley, of Barstow, CA;
three grandchildren: Eric (Christy) Shibley, of Diamond
Bar, CA, Tonja (Brain) Parvin, of Las Vegas, NV, and
Noel (Mike) Duffy, of Barstow, CA; nine great grandchildren; and numerous nieces and nephews. She was
preceded in death by her parents; sister, Gwen Meeker;
and sister-in-law, Ella Heintz.
Blessed be her memory
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November 27, 1932 - August 14, 2013

Jo was born November 27,
1932 at Clear Lake, SD, the
daughter of Thomas H. and Dorothy (Bork) Law. She attended
grade school at St. Theresa's
Catholic School in Huron and then
attended school at Clear Lake for
two years. She graduated from
Gary High School in 1950 and then entered McKennan
Hospital Nurses Training, graduating in 1953.
Jo married Erwin T. Oswald on February 4, 1954 at
St. Peter's Catholic Church in Gary. They raised three
children, Stephen, Kay, and Mark.
Jo worked as an RN at the Clear Lake Hospital and
the Good Samaritan Nursing Home in Clear Lake. She
and Erwin moved to Watertown in 1987. Erwin passed
away in 1997. Jo moved to Sioux Falls in 2010 to be
closer to her children.
She was an active member of St. Peter's Altar Society, the TNT Club, Hobby Club and Daughters of American Revolution. She loved her family dearly and enjoyed
reading, playing games, sewing, cross-stitch and her
Kindle.
She is survived by her children, Stephen Oswald, Kay
(Rick) Farris and Mark (Vicki) Oswald, all of Sioux Falls;
five grandchildren, Megan (Eric) Staebell, Scott Oswald,
Dan Oswald, John (Rachel) Farris, and Todd Farris; four
siblings, Tom (Sharie) Law, Sharon (Jack) Gunn, Nancy
(Dick) Reddy and Dave (Sandy) Law; and many dearly
loved nieces and nephews. Jo is preceded in death by
her parents and her husband, Erwin.
Funeral Service
Monday August 19, 2013, 10 am at St. Michael Catholic
Church
Interment 3:30 pm Monday at Grandview Cemetery,
Gary, SD

Through blurred eyes we find the strength and courage to soar
beyond the movement. We look to the future knowing we can
never forget the past. God Bless America

Continued from page 1

Board of Editors
SENIOR MEMBERS-Dale McGill, Clara Eikamp
JUNIOR MEMBERS-Ruby Patterson, Eva Severe
SOPHOMORE MEMBERS-Lucile Skeels, Beryl Huffman
FRESHMAN MEMBERS-Myrtle Stone, Edna Peterson
ARTISTS-Patty Lytle, Everett Hindman, Victor Arnsdorf
BUSINESS MANAGER-Orville Kenyon
ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGER-Maurice Peden

Alumni Roll
1916

Following the narrative presentation of the
early history of the Gary
area, given by Arlo Levison at the July
2nd celebration at the
city park, I visited with
him about the books he
referred to in his presentation. He generously
gave me the book, "For
God and Land" by
Elwin E. Rogers, for the
City Library. I have now
purchased the following
books that were part of his presentation:
"The Dakota Prisoners of War Letters" by Cliff
Canker and M. Simon
"Forts of the Northern Plains" by Jeff Barnes
"Through Dakota Eyes" by Gary Clayton Anderson and Alan Woolworth. The books are available
for your reading enjoyment.
The Library hours are Tuesdays - 10:30 am to 6
pm and Fridays - 2 to 6:30 pm
Vera Meyer, Librarian

911 St. Olaf Avenue North
P.O. Box 148
Canby, Minnesota
507-223-5505
www.jims-market.com

YOU CAN COUNT ON US FOR

 Quality Service  Freshness
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INLAGEN, MARIAN-Gary— teaching
JENSEN, ESTHER-Dempster—teaching
MATHEWS, NAOMI-Altamont—teaching
MEINBURG, LYDIA-Moritz—teaching
1917

EAKINS, LORETTE-Watertown—married
GORDON, FORREST-France—U.S. Army
HUBBS, HAZEL-Canby—attending normal
KENYON, CELLA–Gary—bank clerk
KENYON, OLIVE–Aberdeen—attending normal
1918
FONGER, LUCILE-Gary—married
GORDON, ALMEDA-Hitchcock—clerking in

store
GORDON, RUBY-Gary—at home
MEINBURG, JULIA-Gary—at home

a

Goodwin, Yesterday and Today-1979
Today Goodwin is a small town in a farming community with a population of 136. It is the second oldest
town in Deuel County. We would like to take a look at our past and see
some of the changes. In order to do this we will
go back and start in the 1830’s and 40’s.
The first white man around the Goodwin area
was a fur trapper and trader, Joseph LaFramboise. He spend the winter of 1832-33 at Lake
Chanopa or Two Woods Lakes about five miles
north east of Goodwin. This lake contains 640
acres. The American Fur Company is said to
Rev. Stephen & Mary Riggs
have had a fur trading establishment in this area
in 1835-1836.
In the fall of 1840, Rev. Stephen Riggs and Mr. Alexander Higgins
went from Lac Qui Parle County to Ft. Pierre. They camped with their Indian guides and families at Two Woods
Lake. . .
1979: GOODWIN article- pt.1
Our survey crews come across some very interesting historical information. In order to restore section corners or quarter corners, the surveyor is to walk in the same steps as the original surveyor. Basically that means they need to review the original survey notes & just because a mile is called in the
notes as 80 chains (5,280 feet), that doesn’t mean the actual mile is that long. If we go out & measure
a section of land today, the distances could be 100 feet off because our modern day equipment is considerably more accurate than when the original surveyor measured the sections. Our surveyors need
to look at old fences & any other features that may have been called off in the notes. History is very
important in restoring section or quarter corners. DARYL ENGLUND, owner of Banner & Associates
in Brookings, SD.
They walked through tall grass and saw many buffalo. The lakes were abundant with fish which were greatly
needed for their food supply. The Indians would only let the white people drink from certain lakes as they
claimed some lakes were poisonous. It took one month to go to Ft. Pierre and back.
They carried their water in the bladders and stomachs taken from buffalo. Rev. Riggs preached the first Christian sermon in what was later Dakota Territory.
There was another trapper by the name of A. Bunt, in this area in the1850’s. Knowledge of this trapper was
gained in an interesting way. A story told by the Indians was passed down, through the generations of the Weber
family, that a rock was in the lake on their farm with writing on it. In the 1930’s when the lake was again dry, the
Weber boys proceeded looking for such a rock. After searching to no avail, one day quite by accident, as two of
the boys were herding sheep and sitting on a big rock covered with rushes and reeds they noticed what might be
letters or numbers. They told their Dad about their find and after much work with brooms and soapy water the
rock was cleaned off so that the inscription could be plainly read. It read “Mud Lake—Dry—1854—trapper A.
Bunt.”
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1979: GOODWIN article- pt.2
Yes, I knew of the rock's existence, but have not seen in "in situ," as they say, though I have seen pictures. But since it's in
Deuel County, it will have to stay there! There is, however, disagreement if there ever was a trading post at the Chanonpa
Village in the 1830s. The chief at the time, Thunder Face, said in testimony at St. Paul in the early 1850s that there was not a
trading post there after 1824 when he became chief. Although Dr. Donald D. Parker, well-known SD historian at Brookings for
many years, maintains there was a trading post at Two Woods Lake into the 1830s, specifically in Rome Township, Deuel
County. Alan Woolworth & I, especially I, in our as-yet-unfinished book on the history of Two Woods Lakes and that general
area, suggest Parker
was wrong. DR.
ELWIN ROGERS
1979: "BUNT'S
ROCK" from 1854
The picture of the
rock in paper was
taken in the 1930’s.
In 1976 the lake was
dry again and more
than 100 people came
to see and take pictures of the rock.
Round Lake was
also the site of a military post built after
the New Ulm massacre in 1862. This post
was one of a chain
built from Oakwood
Lake near Brookings, to Round Lake and on to Fort Sisseton.
New territories needed railroads to encourage new settlers. To encourage the building of new railroads the
Minnesota Territorial Legislature met on March 22, 1857 and the Congress gave the railroad every odd section of
land for six miles on each side of the proposed line. Even after this grant, nothing was done until much later. Then
in 1872 it was built to secure a land grant. A prairie fire soon destroyed some bridges and railroad ties.
The Winona and St. Peter Railroad, a division of the Chicago and Northwestern, was rebuilt 1878 and operated
from Gary to Lake Kampeska. This was the second railroad in Dakota Territory.

Altamont Man Recalls School Days
John Rehder, of Altamont, in going through a box of old items at his
home ran across perfect attendance certificate dating back to 1911 and
1912.
The certificate stated that John attended school every day during
1911 and 1912 and was never absent or tardy. The school was near Albee, SD, and was known as Adams School District No. 2. Grades one
through eight were taught in the school building.
Alma, John’s twin sister, has passed away, and Katy, who married
Benny Brandenburg, is a widow living in Texas.
John also found a number of pictures of old cars, one of which belonged to him. That was the 1924 Model T Coupe. The other two cars, a
1919 Model T Ford and a 1918 Model T Roadster belonged to his Uncle.
[Reprinted from the Deuel County Historical Collections, Vol. 2, page 194]
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Fairchild Farmgirl
I'm Just One Cow Pie From a Full Spreader
Fall Into Fall on the Fairchild Farm
Have you ever heard of people "speaking in tongues"?
Here at the Fairchild Farm, we speak in projects. Yep...projects. I never even paid much attention until we got our foreign exchange student from Holland. Him and I were making jam today, actually he was making it, I was telling how to do
it.
(PS Never tell me that you've never cooked before and you are 17...I'll set you up.)
Anyway, we were discussing what we were going to do next, talking in between learning about rolling boils as opposed
to a regular boil when Lenn asked me what the next project was.
"We finished the hay, butchered the chickens, trimmed the grapes, we are working on wool now, then it's the Pumpkin
Patch right?" He said.

Not exactly....
First we harvest grapes, we still have work in the garden, we have school next
week and a wool show mid September. Plus we have more chickens to
butcher. He also runs Cross Country for Canby and is even more excited to play
basketball for Canby this next season since back in Holland, they don't have school
sports.
Without skipping a beat, he starts to laugh and tells me how excited he is for
winter...when he can just sit around and read a book, because "we just have to feed
the animals right"?

Not exactly....
He's never experienced a MN/SD snowstorm and shoveling...LOL!
All in all, we are thrilled that Lenn is here. He loves to keep busy, learn how to do new things and make us laugh. He
also loves to help with new ideas on how we should do things. He's very smart. Back home he lives 30 minutes from Amsterdam where there is 1150 people on the square mile. He can't get over how WE are it on the square mile. He loves the
animals, the space, hanging out with all of us (or so he says, smile) and experiencing country life on a farm in a rural community.
But do you know what he really loves? Jam, jam and more jam. I've never bought so much bread in my life!
Anyway,
Fairchild Farmgirl saying "vaarwel"
Goodbye in Dutch.

Eldeen Baer recently stepped down from the leadership of the Canby Depot Information Center and Museum. The Baers’ daughter, Becky, and her husband, Keith
Gilbertson, presented the garden bench to the Depot Museum in honor of Eldeen. The
Gilbertsons come from a family of railroaders; Keith’s father, Roy, was depot agent at
Porter, Burr and Gary while his uncle, Chris Motschenbacher, serviced the Porter depot.
Area history has been Eldeen’s passion for the past two decades. She was a strong
force in the formation of the Canby Museum site and worked tirelessly with the Gary
historians, a community where she and Arnold lived and operated a produce business
for many years. Her greatest satisfaction came from working to get the Highway 75
“King of Trails” approved as an official scenic byway, which was accomplished in
2004. Many meetings were attended up and down the highway corridor. Eldeen was
recognized at the Minnesota State Fair in 2008 as Yellow Medicine County’s Senior
Citizen of the Year.
Eldeen (seated) with some of the
Depot Museum board members and
“It is time Yogi and I spend more time with our family,” Eldeen says. Perhaps the
friends of the depot, (L-R): Maynard
garden bench, which is to be placed in a landscaped prairie setting at the depot, will
Hughes, Lois Hughes, Steve Tyykila,
Bill Livingston, Yogi Baer, Marcella
provide a meeting place for friends and family to gather and reminisce about the past.
Oellien and Jerry Clark.
Reprinted in part from the Canby News
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Continuation of the Battle of Greasy Grass or Custer’s Last Stand...continued
Reno and Benteen on Reno Hill
Atop the bluffs, known today as Reno Hill, Reno’s shaken troops were joined by Captain Benteen’s column (Companies
D, H and K), arriving from the south. This force had been on a lateral scouting mission when it had been summoned by
Custer’s messenger, Italian bugler John Martin (Giovanni Martini) with the hand-written message “Come on…big village,
be quick…bring pacs” (“pacs” referring to ammunition, meaning that by this time Custer was most likely aware of the large
numbers of Indians they were having to face). Benteen’s coincidental arrival on the bluffs was just in time to save Reno’s
men from possible annihilation. Their detachments were reinforced by McDougall’s Company B and the pack train. The 14
officers and 340 troopers on the bluffs organized an all-around defense and dug rifle pits using whatever implements they
had among them, including knives. This practice had become standard during the last year of the American Civil War, with
both Union and Confederates troops utilizing knives, eating utensils, mess plates and pans, to dig effective battlefield fortifications.
Despite hearing heavy gunfire from the north, including distinct volleys at 4:20 p.m., Benteen concentrated on reinforcing Reno’s badly wounded and hard-pressed detachment, rather than continuing on toward Custer. Benteen’s apparent reluctance to reach Custer prompted later criticism that he had failed to follow orders. Around 5:00 p.m., Capt. Thomas Weir
and Company D moved out against orders to make contact with Custer. They advanced a mile, to what is today Weir Ridge
or Weir Point, and could see in the distance Indian warriors on horseback shooting at objects on the ground. By this time,
roughly 5:25 p.m., Custer’s battle may have concluded. The conventional historical understanding is that what Weir witnessed was most likely warriors killing the wounded soldiers and shooting at dead bodies on the “Last Stand Hill” at the
northern end of the Custer battlefield. Some contemporary historians have suggested that what Weir witnessed was a fight
on what is now called Calhoun Hill. The destruction of Keogh’s battalion may have begun with the collapse of L, I and C
Company (half of it) following the combined assaults led by Crazy Horse, White Bull, Hump, Gall and others. Other Indian
accounts contradict this understanding, however, and the time element remains a subject of debate. The other entrenched
companies eventually followed Weir by assigned battalions, first Benteen, then Reno, and finally the pack train. Growing
Indian attacks around Weir Ridge forced all seven companies to return to the bluff before the pack train, with the ammunition, had moved even a quarter mile. There, they remained pinned down for another day, but the Indians were unable to
breach this tightly held position.
Benteen displayed calmness and courage by exposing himself to Indian fire and was hit in the heel of his boot by an Indian
bullet. At one point, he personally led a counterattack to push back Indians who had continued to crawl through the grass
closer to the soldier’s positions.
Custer’s fight
Interpretations of Custer’s fight are conjecture, since none of his men survived the battle. The accounts of surviving Indians are conflicting and unclear.
While the gunfire heard on the bluffs by Reno and Benteen’s men was probably from Custer’s fight, the soldiers on
Reno Hill were unaware of what had happened to Custer until General Terry’s arrival on June 26. They were reportedly
stunned by the news. When the army examined the Custer battle site, soldiers could not
determine fully what had transpired. Custer’s force of roughly 210 men had been engaged by the Lakota and Northern Cheyenne about 3.5 miles (6 km) to the north. Evidence of organized resistance included apparent breastworks made of dead horses on
Custer Hill. By this time, the Indians had already removed most of their dead from the
field. The soldiers identified the 7th Cavalry’s dead as best as possible and hastily buried them where they fell. By the time troops came to recover the bodies, they found
most of the dead stripped of their clothing, ritually mutilated, and in an advanced state
of decomposition, making identification of many impossible
Custer was found with shots to the left chest and left temple. Either wound would
have been fatal, though he appeared to have bled from only the chest wound, meaning his head wound may have been delivered post-mortem. He also suffered a wound to the arm. Some Lakota oral histories assert that Custer committed suicide
to avoid capture and subsequent torture. Several Indian accounts note several soldiers committing suicide near the end of
the battle. The account of Custer’s suicide is usually discounted since the wounds were inconsistent
with his being known as right-handed. His body was found near the top of Custer Hill, which also
Curley
came to be known as *“Last Stand Hill.” There the United States erected a tall memorial obelisk
inscribed with the names of the 7th Cavalry’s casualties.
Several days after the battle, Curley, Custer’s Crow scout who had left Custer near Medicine Tail
Coulee, recounted the battle, reporting that Custer had attacked the village after
attempting to cross the river. He was driven back, retreating toward the hill where
his body was found. As the scenario seemed compatible with Custer’s aggressive
style of warfare and with evidence found on the ground, it was the basis of many
popular accounts of the battle.
But, Chief Gall, a major participant, told Lt. Edward Settle Godfrey that Custer
never came close to the river. In turn, some Cheyenne and Sioux warriors criticized
Lt. Edward Godfrey Gall’s account of the battle, so there remain questions about what took place.
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Cheyenne oral tradition credits Buffalo Calf Road Woman with striking the blow that knocked Custer off his
horse before he died.
Custer at Minneconjou Ford
Having isolated Reno’s force and driven them away from
the encampment, the bulk of the native warriors were free to
pursue Custer. The route taken by Custer to his “Last Stand”
remains a subject of debate. One possibility is that after ordering Reno to charge, Custer continued down Reno Creek
Buffalo Calf Road Woman
to within about a half mile (800 m) of the Little Bighorn, but
then turned north, and climbed up the bluffs, reaching the
same spot to which Reno would soon retreat. From this point on the other
side of the river, he could see Reno charging the
village. Riding north along the bluffs, Custer
could have descended into a drainage called
Medicine Tail Coulee, which led to the river.
Some historians believe that part of Custer’s
force descended the coulee, going west to the river and attempting unsuccessfully to cross into
the village. According to some accounts, a small contingent of Indian sharpshooters opposed this
crossing.
*White Cow Bull claimed to have shot a leader wearing a buckskin jacket off his horse in the
White Bull
river. While no other Indian account supports this claim, if White Bull did shoot a buckskin-clad
leader off his horse, some historians have argued that Custer may have been seriously wounded by him.
Some Indian accounts claim that besides wounding one of the leaders of this advance, a soldier carrying a
company guidon was also hit. Troopers had to dismount to help the wounded men back onto their horses.
The fact that each of the non-mutilation wounds to Custer’s body (a bullet wound below the heart and a
shot to the left temple) would have been instantly fatal casts doubt on his being wounded and remounted.
Reports of an attempted fording of the river at Medicine Tail Coulee might explain Custer’s purpose for
7th Calvary Guidon
Reno’s attack, that is, a coordinated “hammer-and-anvil” maneuver, with Reno’s holding the Indians at
bay at the southern end of the camp, while Custer drove them against Reno’s line from the north. Other historians have
noted that if Custer did attempt to cross the river near Medicine Tail Coulee, he may have believed it was the north end of
the Indian camp, although it was only the middle. Some Indian accounts, however, place the Northern Cheyenne encampment and the north end of the overall village to the left (and south) of the opposite side of the crossing. The location of the
north end of the village remains in dispute, however.
*The late 1870s witnessed great changes to Last Stand Hill. In 1879, Captain George Sanderson and soldiers
from Ft. Custer (near present day Hardin, Montana) erected the first monument made of cordwood. The soldiers gathered the horse bones and placed them inside the monument. Afterwards, the battle site was a bit more
presentable.
*White Bull 1849-1947 White Bull (Pte-San-Hunka) was a member of the very close related tribe of the
Miniconjou. He was born in April, 1849. His father was Makes-Room, the chief of the Miniconjou. His
mother was Good feather, a sister of the Hunkpapa-chief Sitting Bull. One Bull, a Hunkpapa Sioux, was a
brother of White Bull. White Bull was first called Bull-standing-with-Cow (as a child), later White Bull
and at last (in the time, he lived in the reservation) Joseph White Bull.
He took part in the battle at Little Big Horn River in 1876. He also was present at the “Semi-centennial of
the Custer Fight” on June 25 -26, 1926. Source: www.franksrealm.com Native American Encyclopedia
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Biography of James V. Wells:

James V. Wells, one of the leading general merchants of Gary,
Deuel County, was born January 2, 1832, in Erie County, New York.
His parents, James and Sybil Wells, were natives of Massachusetts.
His father was born December 23, 1797, and died March 18, 1884.
He was a minister for upward of forty years. Our subject’s mother
was born July 4, 1798, and died in 1843. When our subject was an
infant his parents removed to Erie County, Pennsylvania, and ten
years later to Calhoun County, Michigan, where he was educated.
He spent the greater part of his early life there upon his father’s farm,
and at the age of eighteen learned the tinsmith trade.
Present home of Mr. & Mrs. Don Nothem in Gary.
In the fall of 1855 he went to Black River Falls, Wisconsin, and
During renovations to their home, repairs to the
there engaged in the hardware business, which he continued until
ceiling produced this biography on
Mr. James V. Wells
1878. In June of that year he removed to South Dakota and settled in
Gary, Deuel County, where he esOn the counter in his general store, tablished his present general merchandise business. He also built and operated
J.V. Wells kept a pail of fresh, cold for four years a hotel known as the “Wells House” the principal hostelry of
drinking water for customers to help Gary for a number of years. This hotel was kept open until 1892. After leasing
themselves. A young Gary boy was this property, Mr. Wells devoted his entire attention to his business, and to a
given candy to keep it filled.
farm which he owns in Section 9, adjoining the village. He has a fine residence
From the Gary Interstate, Dec.
upon this farm, and many other excellent improvements, and makes a specialty
2007 edition by Marlene Lien.
of sheep-raising. Mr. Wells enjoys the distinction of having established the first
general store in Deuel County, and also of having been its first county treasurer. He is politically a Republican,
and has always taken a prominent part in local affairs. He was a member of Black River Lodge, No. 74, A.F.&
A.M., and is now connected with the Gary lodge of the same order.
On the 18th of September, 1852, Mr. Wells was married at Marshall, Michigan, to Miss Armina LeClair, who
was born in Erie County New York. Mrs. Wells is a member of the Universalist church and the *Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union, [see below] being superintendent of press work for that organization in Gary. She
is an active worker in the local Presbyterian Church. Mr. and Mrs. Wells have no children of their own, but have
adopted two sons, Frank E. and Henry J., the latter being at present a partner in his father’s business.

Gary’s Alumni Teachers
WCTU members chose total abstinence from all alcohol as their
life style and they adopted this definition of temperance:
Temperance may be defined as:
moderation in all things healthful;
total abstinence from all things harmful.
- Xenophon (Greek philosopher), c. 400 BCE

An association of women formed in the United States in
1874, for the advancement of temperance by organizing preventive, educational, evangelistic, social, and legal work. It is
also known as the Women's Christian Temperance Union and
by its acronym WCTU or W.C.T.U.. It was one of the political forces leading to passage of the constitutional amendment, later repealed, which prohibited the sale of alcoholic
beverages.
Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary, published 1913 by C. & G. Merriam Co.

Former Gary students who taught in the Gary
School with years of service for those teaching
five years or more are as follows:
Jennie Winrow; Clara Eikamp Hubbs; Wilma
Mork; Julia Hubbs Reese; Alice Kenyon
Schulte.
12 yrs-Alyce Larson Knopp
6 years-Marlene Case Barney; Joan Cole Wilcox; Frances Hauger Stone; Charles Rowland;
Edythe Peden Cascini; Doris Runge Bailey;
Lawrence Asher.
36 years-Eleanor Dougherty Cochrane
11 yrs–Maynard Cochrane
8 yrs-Margaret Sanden Olsen
6 yrs-Mary Harkins Gordon
20 yrs– William Taylor; Glenn Cole; Karen
Limberg; Roger Peterson
[Reprinted from the Deuel County Historical
Collections, Vol. 2, page 197]
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If your new shoes are to tight, put the nozzle of your blow
dryer into the shoe and turn on low. When the shoe gets
warm, stuff with paper or socks to stretch it.


To make nail polish stay on nails longer first coat fingernails with white vinegar using a cotton ball. Let dry then
apply nail polish. To quickly dry nail polish dip fingers into
a bowl of cold water. Then shake access water from hands
and allow hands to air dry.


To keep sweet corn yellow, add 1 teaspoon lemon juice to
the cooking water just about a minute before taking of the
stove. "Never" salt the water you cook corn in. It will only
toughen the corn.
Thanks for your thoughtful sending of the paper with its great pictures. As I read it over I came to an
occasional name that I remember from the 1930s. Of course the person represented was probably
the grandchild of the person I knew by that name. Clear Lake and Canby, I assume are a lot closer to
Gary than they were then, because of the speedier cars and better roads. The road out west, past
"Eikamp Hill" was all gravel then. I don't know what it is now. I went to Clear Lake on my bicycle.
Thanks again.
Arthur Eikamp
The Gary Historical Association is looking for WWI
and WWII military memorabilia for one of our displays in the museum. Got any in the attic or garage
you’d be willing to share? You may contact Roger
Baer, Curator, at 605-272-2207 or cell number
605-220-1369. You can also call
Ellen Schulte at 605-272-5295.
Thank you so much!
Have you been to our web site?
www.experiencegarysd.com
It is loaded with interesting information, including, Bill Stone’s book at:
http://experiencegarysd.com/billstonebook.cfm
and the Gary High School Orange Book at
http://
experiencegarysd.comgaryschoolorangebook.cfm
Gary Historical Ass’n is on FaceBook
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Gary Historical
WE WILL OPEN IF YOU CALL AND
REQUEST A TOUR.
PLEASE CONTACT:
ROGER BAER – 605-220-1369
OR EMAIL rbaer@itctel.com
Or
ELLEN SCHULTE – 605-272-5295

